Par tsView ™
View 3D vehicle graphics to identify parts and components, enabling you to sell more
parts faster.
The more detailed information you provide, the likelier you’ll be selling your product. Audatex PartsView
is feature-packed to help you identify, price and sell parts. PartsView is accessible directly through
your Powerlink® system, a perfect complement to your yard management system. PartsView provides
3D intelligent graphics with comprehensive and accurate part details, allowing you to list every fine
detail about your parts, and the customer to know exactly what they’re paying for. The program has
been designed to provide comprehensive parts information, so you can sell more parts faster.
A Revolution in Part Viewing
3D intelligent graphics are an industry first, with 360 degree rotation and unlimited zoom. PartsView
provides the option of viewing parts in 2D and 3D graphics. Vehicle parts can be seen in proportion
and in relation to one another.
Catch All The Angles
You can rotate vehicle sections, assemblies and individual parts 360 degrees, making it easier to
isolate parts from an assembly and see assemblies from different angles. Not only that, but zooming
and rotating is also available for individual components, giving unprecedented parts detail. “Hot spots”
allow double clicking on a part graphic to get specifics for each part, simplifying the part identification
process for your yard.
Comprehensive Part Details
Hollander has teamed up with its sister company, AudaExplore, to bring best-in-class vehicle and
parts information. Part description, new part number, new part price, sections, component labor hours,
vehicle list and Hollander Interchange fitment information.
Intelligent Integration with Powerlink Yard Management System
- Minimize data entry and manual selections with part illustrations and data.
- Easily access built-in launch points throughout the workflow you use every day.

Multiple Search and Communication Options
- Use part number, VIN, year/make/model or Hollander Interchange number to search
- Print and email with or without parts detail.
Backed By Solid Training and Support
High-quality Hollander training and support are just a click or call away.
Visit our Online Training Center 24/7 at www.training.hollandersolutions.com
Call our Technical Support team at 800-825-0092
- Monday-Friday: 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. CDT
- Saturday: 8 a.m. to noon CDT
For more information contact Hollander Sales at 800-825-0644!
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